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If one studies in regards to the enemy while they have a foundation first on the Truth, they will
see clearly what the enemy is doing.
The enemy has simply lied about everything. Part of this lying is because of their own obnoxious
paranoia, not only towards the goyim, but also their own. The jews are effectively, not only
keeping knowledge from Gentiles, but they keep a close watch and monitor over their own. This
is also done for protection purposes.
In the 11th to 12th century, and up to this point, as it's known in jewish history, there were a lot
of stories about Demons, demonic influence, and the knowledge of what danger the Demons
pose to the jews was very pronounced. There are still pieces of this everywhere, in the bible,
and in all their holy works.
But at the early centuries they decided to remove all mentions of the Demons whatsover from
their 'holy texts', a movement of removal that was created by the RamBam also known as
Maimonedes, one of the most influential rabbis of all time.
The Maimonedes said they did this in order to avoid 'superstition' from the jewish race and
those who read these texts. In the same line of thinking many will see, especially those who
play pretend to be "Satanists" and only dwell in the jewish crap, that the jews have continued
the same line of propaganda for centuries. On one hand they claim the Demons are just jewish
folkore history, on the other hand, they say these beings are 'non existent' or archetypes of the
'human mind'. Every lie replaces another, and with the destruction on history, this is furthered.
They have done the same thing again and again. For example there are people audacious to
claim that Alexander the Great did not exist. Now that his tomb is found in Amphipolis (or the
tomb of one of his generals) they just stop digging the tomb. In the East this takes the form of
"ISIS" destroying the ancient sites. In a thousand years from now, if Muslims exist, they may
have been telling their kids non-muslims never existed.
But because the above cannot happen when you have monuments like the Pyramids going, you
have to simply lie instead, rob these places, and if you can, destroy them, and pervert the
memories and/or history about these places. Until the time where you can remove everything
from the world. This is how Communism works.
The so called "Church of Satan" was built on this notion of the Gods being "archetypes" and
"nonexistant in reality" as well and is therefore atheist. Ironically even LaVey himself knew
Satan and the Demons to be real, however, the jewish influence in his church just kept
repeating the same dialectic they had about ten centuries ago. That the Demons are not real
and this and that.
On the other hand you see the whole of the enemy's existence is centered around a spiritual
war over these so called 'archetypes'. Does that make any sense to fight something that does
not exist, for centuries straight? And to warn every person in the planet, lie and misinform
against these beings for centuries upon centuries straight?

There are also surviving stories and sources which state what the Demons have done to the
jews, and how they seek to destroy them, or how they have destroyed individual rabbis as well.
These stories are circulated even nowadays in Israel to prevent the jews from getting in
"Idolatry". If there is nothing there, what are they trying to prevent them from finding?
The truth is the kabbalistic concepts aside, that 'religion' is used as a means for all sorts of
entities from other dimensions or worlds to communicate with the inhabitants of this world. That
is if the people involved do have some actual spiritual proficiency.
The kabbalistic reality of the JHVH is as we have been stating for years a spiritual concept (The
jew as an individual 'god'), but on the ritualistic standard, it is a key to communicate with the
forces that be behind the orchestration of a said hoax. Crowley did this and greys came to meet
him and ask him what he wanted. Rabbis do this to this day and communicate with Reptilians to
guide them to world domination and abusing the Gentiles.
On the side of the Gentiles we have the same thing. The names of the "Demons" and our Gods
operate in a similar manner. While Satan is the Serpent Kundalini from a spiritual perspective, in
the ritualistic sense, when you dial that number, the Nordic progenitor will pick up the phone.
The same goes for all other Demons who are allied in this aspect.
The enemy is obviously schizoid. On one aspect, they have recruited all the disturbed and
unknowing sheep into a spiritual war against the "Satan". On the other hand, whomever tries to
seek the "Satan", they tell them he does not exist or is an archetype. Not only they attack him,
they poison the memory of this being and misrepresent him in all possible ways, but then they
on top of it say, "He does not exist", because indeed, this is what they want to be the case.
The inversion from Paganism to Abrahamism was based on the war against this entity, the
inversion of the values taught by this entity, and reversing the values of the world in hating this
specific entity as leader of all the Pagan Gods and their values taught to this world, to
transverse this world in what we can call today as Communism and ruining of life.
It's pathetic to call one's "Gods" archetypes when you know they are not. Simply replacing
'archetypes' that are based on imagination and lies or childish imagination doesn't require global
reforms which kill more than half of a planet to take place.
Gentiles were massacred over and over for centuries by brainwashed jewish centurions of the
enemy over a...change of imaginations? Does that even look remotely factual? Does it pose
such a serious problem to just live in your own head and have these so called 'childish
imaginations' and 'archetypes' going?
If these were delusions, they wouldn't have killed all the Pagans down to the last man, woman
and child.
Those who call themselves "Pagan" and do not understand this very simplistic reversal, or still
insist on calling these things (Aka their Gods which are known today as Demons, and were also
known as such before) 'fables', 'jewish' or 'archetypes' are still not only spiritually ignorant, but
they spew the same poison as any rabbi did for centuries.

You curse the Gods and don't expect them to bless you.
If you curse them, they will curse you.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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